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The cosmogenic nuclides made by solar cosmic rays (SCR) are readily 
observed in the top centimeter of lunar samples (1) but almost never are seen 
in meteorites, mainly because the outermost parts, where SCR-produced 
nuclides are made, are removed by ablation. Until recently, evidence for 
SCR-produced nuclides in meteorites has not been strong enough or the 
measurements extensive enough (e.g., 2,3) to allow detailed studies of such 
effects. There are now two meteorites with strong, clear SCR effects: Salem, 
a very small meteorite with very high activities of Co-56 and other 
SCR-produced radionuclides (4), and ALHA77005, with an A1-26 profile that 
clearly increases toward the surface (5). These small meteorites will be 
excellent cases in which to investigate SCR effects and, by difference, to 
get the production profiles for nuclides made by galactic-cosmic-ray (GCR) 
particles in such small objects (which are not well known [61). Studies of 
SCR and GCR production in these meteorites will enable us to better 
understand SCR effects in other meteorites, such as those in (3). 

The production rates of several stable and radioactive cosmogenic 
nuclides by solar protons were calculated for spherical stony meteorites 
using the model of (7). Figures 1-4 show the calculated production rates of 
Co-56, Mn-53, A1-26, and Be-10 as a function of depth in small spherical L 
chondrites of various radii. The solar-proton flux used was the million-year 
average at 1 AU (I), which has an exponential rigidity Ro of 100 MV and an 
omnidirectional flux above 10 MeV of 70 protons/cm2 s. Most meteorites will 
have received a lower SCR flux (8). The calculated profiles for Mn-53 and 
A1-26 are very similar to those of (9). The figures also give the GCR 
production rates expected in large meteorites as (GCR), plotted near the 
right axis, and the GCR rate in very small objects, plotted as X on the left 
axis. The GCR production rates for intermediate depths probably is a roughly 
linear interpolation between these two points (9). 

For all of these four radionuclides except Be-10, the SCR production 
dominates GCR production at all depths for pre-atmospheric radii less than 

2 about 15 g/cm and is important near the very surface of larger meteorites. 
As GCR particles mainly make Co-56 only from Co and Ni, the SCR-production of 
Co-56 from the major target-element iron is more dominant than for other 
cosmogenic nuclides, which is why the SCR effects in Salem were so obvious 
(4). The solar-proton production of a high-energy product like Be-10 will be 
hard to detect even in small meteorites or the outermost parts of larger 
meteorites (unless the proton rigidity was much harder than 100 MV). 
Solar-proton effects will penetrate deeper in meteorites if the proton 
spectrum is harder, as might have been the averaged one that made large 
activities of Co-56 in the entire mass of Salem (4). The high net 
radioactivities in the whole mass of Salem are unexpected (8), possibly 
indicating that it had an orbit that was much of the time inside 1 AU. 
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Figures 1-4. Calculate$ production rates by solar protons with Ro = 100 MV 
and J010 MeV) = 70/cm s as a , function of depth inside L chondrites of 
various radii. The symbols 0 and X on the left axis are the production rates 
calculated for solar protons and GCR protons, respectively, in extremely 
small objects, and the symbol (GCR) is the production rate of that nuclide 
typically observed in larger meteorites (radii >15 cm). 
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